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A theoretical description of the sunbird, a drinking bird without any external liquid, is compared
with experiment. The transient times and the periods of oscillation given by a simulation of the
dynamics agree with the measured values. ©2003 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the well-known drinking bird, water or another extern
liquid evaporates from the head of a toy bird, establishin
thermal gradient between the bird’s head and the body
Ref. 1, hereafter referred to as paper I, we studied the
namics of that system.

The drinking bird is a thermal engine because it produ
work from a thermal difference. Instead of using the eva
ration of an external liquid as a cooling mechanism of
head, a similar thermal gradient may be induced by hea
the body, with the head kept at room temperature. In fa
monitoring this system is simpler because illumination
easier to control than the evaporation of an external liqu

When the black painted body of a drinking bird is illum
nated either by a light bulb or by the sun, hence the na
‘‘sunbird,’’ 2 its temperature increases. As a result, the va
pressure of the internal liquid~usually methylene chloride!
increases in the body, forcing the liquid to rise in the tu
The bird undergoes a cycle similar to that of the drinki
bird: the same type of motion may therefore be produ
without any external liquid. Figure 1 shows a schematic a
a photo of our sunbird, whose characteristics are given
Table I of paper I.

In Sec. II we present a model for the sunbird’s period a
relate it to the properties of the sunbird and light bulb and
distance to the light source. In Sec. III, we describe a se
experiments to verify the model. In Sec. IV we apply t
dynamical equations of paper I. Our conclusions are give
Sec. V.

II. SUNBIRD PERIOD

For a bird illuminated by a light bulb with currentI and
voltageV, the power absorbed by its illuminated surface i
fraction of the power provided by the source so that we m
write:

U̇5«A
aIV
f ~d!

, ~1!

where « is a factor that takes into account the absorpt
properties of the body («'1 for a dull black surface!, A is
the projected area of the bird’s body, andf (d) is a function
of the distanced from the lamp to the bird. The explicit form
of f —which is peculiar to the lamp and accounts for t
inverse square law—is given in Eqs.~7! and ~8!. The phe-
nomenological parameter,a,1, describes power losses; i
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value indicates the fraction of electrical power supplied
the light bulb that is converted into thermal radiation.

While the body is illuminated, the temperature of the i
ternal liquid increases and according to the Clausiu
Clapeyron equation, the vapor pressure also increases. T
the pressure in the body exceeds that in the head, forcing
liquid to rise in the tube. The result is an oscillation such
that described in paper I and references therein for the dr
ing bird. When the internal liquid reaches a certain heig
the bird tips completely forward. We call this motion a di
as for the drinking bird, although there is now no extern
liquid. During the dip the liquid, which had entered in th
head, drains back to the body so that the bird returns to
initial upright position. A steady periodic motion is then e
tablished.

The temperature variation is related to the correspond
variation inz ~the height of the internal liquid top level with
respect to the surface level in the body! by an equation simi-
lar to Eq.~5! of paper I, namely

dT5
r Igdz

B
, ~2!

where r I is the density of the internal liquid andB is a
constant characteristic of the bird.B5(2.0760.01)
3103 Pa K21 is the value corresponding to our drinkin
bird, which is the same as in paper I; see paper I for deta

According to our observations, the bird typically takes
few minutes to dip for the first time, and then starts a pe
odic motion with a period that is about five times smal
than the transient time. We denote the initial time byt0 and
the period byt. At the beginning of each cycle the uppe
level of the liquid is close to the head, meaning that the bo
temperature does not decrease to room temperature afte
dip, but remains higher. When the lamp is switched on,
heightz rises tozmax5z81Dz, with z85L2D l (D l !L), as
shown in Fig. 2~a!, which represents the results of a simul
tion whose details will be presented in Sec. IV. We denote
DT8 the temperature difference between the room temp
ture,TR , and the lowest temperature in the cycle (DT8 is the
temperature difference corresponding toz8) and byDT the
temperature variation in a cycle (DT corresponds toDz).
When we initially heat the bird, the temperature rises
DT81DT and, when the system is in its steady state,
body temperature oscillates betweenTR1DT8 and TR

1DT81DT, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The rate of the tempera
ture variation inside the body is
1264/ajp © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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U̇

C
5«A

aIV
C f~d!

, ~3!

whereC is an effective heat capacity given by

C5mIcI1mg
Bcg1mtcg . ~4!

HerecI andcg are the specific heats of the internal liquid a
glass, respectively, andmI , mg

B , and mt are the masses o
the internal liquid, body glass, and tube, respectively.
combine Eqs.~2! and~3! to find the time elapsed before th
first dip ~see Fig. 2!:

t05
r IgC f~d!

AB«aIV zmax. ~5!

Afterward the bird starts a periodic motion with a periodt
that is a fraction oft0 , that is,

t5bt0 , ~6!

whereb,1, because the internal liquid rises an amountDz
,zmax. The phenomenological parameterb, which may be
determined for a given bird and lamp, does not depend
the distanced.

Equations~5! and~6! replace Eq.~6! of paper I, but there
are some similarities that should be mentioned. In both ca
the period is proportional to a heat capacity and the temp
ture variation in one cycle.@To see explicitly this dependenc
for the sunbird, substitute Eq.~2! in Eq. ~5!.# The period of

Fig. 1. Schematic and photo of our sunbird~drinking bird with a black-
painted body! illuminated by a conical light bulb. A screen prevents the he
from being illuminated. The glass is empty. Compare with Fig. 1 of pape
1265 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 12, December 2003
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the drinking bird depends on the evaporation rate and on
latent heat of the external liquid@Eq. ~6! of paper I#, whereas
for the sunbird the period depends on the power supplied
the lamp, on the distance between the lamp and the bird,
on certain intrinsic characteristics of the bird such as«, a,
andA.

III. EXPERIMENTS

For our bird, the mass of the internal liquid, the mass
the glass in the body, and the mass of the tube aremI

52.658 g, mg
B50.642 g, and mt51.900 g, respectively.

With these values and the specific heats of the glass and
internal liquid given in Table I of paper I, we findC
56.25 J °C21. The projected area~area of a circle! of Eq.
~1! is A52.51 cm2.

We placed the bird at different distances from the lig
bulb ~Fig. 3!. We used a Philips 240–250 V, 200 W spheric
lamp, with currentI 50.74 A and voltageV5220 V, and a
230 V, 120 W Philips Spotone PAR38 30° conical Floo
lamp, operating with a currentI 50.52 A and voltageV
5220 V. The functionf (d) in Eq. ~1! is given by

f S~d!54pd2 ~spherical light bulb! ~7!

and

I.Fig. 2. Evolution~a! of the internal liquid height of the sunbird,z, and~b!
the temperature inside the bird’s body,T. These results were obtained in th
simulation described in Sec. IV, under the conditions indicated in Fig. 5~a!.
Compare this result with Fig. 2 of paper I, recalling that in paper I it is t
head temperature which is represented instead of the body temperatur
1265Gu¨émezet al.
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f C~d!5p~r 1tgFd!2 ~conical light bulb!, ~8!

wherer is the emitting surface radius of the conical lamp a
F its characteristic angle~Fig. 1!. For our lampr 55.5 cm
andF515°.

With the bird initially at room temperature, we switche
on the lamp and measuredt0 . Because the period of th
initial oscillatory motion varied slightly, we had to keep th
sunbird working for some time until the motion stabilize
To start a new set of measurements at a new distance, we
to wait about 1 h before the body’s temperature returned
room temperature.

In Fig. 4 we show our results for the initial timet0 and the
period t as a function off S and f C for the spherical and
conical lamps, respectively. The results are consistent w
Eqs.~5! and~6!; t is indeed proportional tot0 . In particular,
the inverse square relationship assumed in our analys
supported by the data. From the least-square fits, we ob
b50.20 for the spherical lamp andb50.23 for the conical
one.

IV. SIMULATION

We modified the model which we described in paper I
describe the dynamics of the sunbird. The illumination of
sunbird during the timedt leads to a temperature increme
dT given by Eq.~3!. According to Eq.~2!, this temperature

Fig. 3. Top: sunbird setup consisting of a conical light bulb, a digital wat
an ammeter, a voltmeter, and a ruler. Bottom: close-up of the sunbird.
1266 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 12, December 2003
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increase forces the liquid to risedz5dP/r Ig in the tube@see
Eq. ~4! in paper I#, wheredP5BdT @see Eq.~2! in paper I#.
The resultingdz is @compare with Eq.~5!#

dz5
AB«aIV

r I gC f~d!
dt. ~9!

For a given distance,d, the heightz evolves linearly in time,
starting atz(0)50. In Sec. IV of paper I we explained how
the angular positionu ~the angle between the tube and t
vertical direction! and the angular velocityv5 u̇ of the bird
change in time. The derivations of the momentum of iner
and torque of the bird are given there.

When u590° ~bird’s dip!, part of the internal liquid re-
turns to the body, so that, in the simulation, the angular
locity is set to zero andz is set to z85L2D l , with the
experimental valueD l'0.1 cm ~independent of the lamp!.
From Eq. ~2!, the initial temperature change isDT8
50.40 °C.

In Fig. 5~a! we show the angleu as a function of time for
the spherical lamp atd522 cm. For this simulation we use
b50.20 and«a50.60, which fit the periods better in th

,

Fig. 4. Initial timest0 ~closed circles! and periodst ~closed squares! of the
sunbird for the~a! spherical and~b! conical lamps used in our experimen
as a function of, respectively,f S(d)54pd2 and f C(d)5p(r 1tgFd)2.
~Note the different horizontal scales in the upper and lower panels.! The
straight lines are linear fits to the data. The open circles and squares c
spond to the simulation described in Sec. IV.
1266Gu¨émezet al.
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entire range ofd @see Fig. 4~a!#. Figure 4 also shows the
simulation results. We obtainDT81DT50.53 °C, so that
DT50.13 °C.

Figure 5~b! shows the time dependence ofu for the sun-
bird illuminated by the conical lamp atd585 cm. We used
the valueb50.23 and«a50.31. As for the spherical lamp
the latter value arises from fitting the periods in the wh
range ofd @see Fig. 4~b!#. Figure 4 also shows the simulatio
results in this case. We conclude from Fig. 5 that the tr
sient times for the sunbird (t0) are larger than for the drink
ing bird.

We note from Fig. 4 that the agreement between the d
and the simulation results is better for the spherical lam
The same conclusion may also be drawn from Table I wh

Fig. 5. The angleu as a function of time for the sunbird illuminated with~a!
a spherical lamp at the distanced522 cm and~b! a conical lamp at the
distanced585 cm. In both cases the initial conditions areu(0)50.1 rad
and v(0)50.0 rad/s. In~a! the time before the first dip and the perio
obtained in the simulation aret05107.8 s andt523.9 s.~The experimental
values aret05105.2 s andt523.0 s.) In ~b!, these quantities aret0

582.6 s andt519.8 s. ~The experimental values are nowt0582.5 s and
t518.3 s.)
1267 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 12, December 2003
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we present the slopes of the linear fits to the data and to
simulation values,t5m f. The larger discrepancies found fo
the conical lamp are probably due to an inaccuracy inf C as
given by Eq.~8!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the sunbird, which involves, besi
liquid–vapor equilibrium, the inverse square law depende
of thermal radiation. We studied the effect of placing t
lamp at different distances, and measured and simulated
time for the first dip and the subsequent times between c
secutive dips. In contrast to the drinking bird, the tempe
ture of the body increases above room temperature. An
contrast to the drinking bird, there is a noticeable transi
time before the steady state regime establishes.

Only a fraction of the electrical power supplied to th
spherical and conical lamps is converted into thermal rad
tion. Although this fraction is different for each lamp, w
observed that the fraction of internal liquid that had to
re-heated after the first dip is similar for both.

The body heating mechanism works well for birds wi
various sizes. This fact is interesting because we may con
the dynamics of a big sunbird for classroom demonstrati
or science center exhibitions in contrast to the usual drink
bird, which depends on the humidity and whose height
limited by the natural cooling mechanism. We have co
structed such a big sunbird for demonstrations to large a
ences.
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Table I. The slopes of the linear fits to the period vsf for the data points and
for the simulation points~see Fig. 4!. The units of the slope are s/cm.

m ~fit! m ~simulation!

Sphericalt0 0.0157 0.0162
t 0.0032 0.0035

Conicalt0 0.0534 0.0447
t 0.0123 0.0106
1267Gu¨émezet al.


